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Experience alone will authorize any deviation from the text-book forms. Gabelsberger based his shorthand on
the shapes used in German cursive handwriting rather than on the geometrical shapes that were common in the
English stenographic tradition. It will then be found that many words are taken for others because of the forms
they assume when written under pressure. Just start using it. The record for fast writing with Pitman shorthand
is wpm during a two-minute test by Nathan Behrin in  Non-stenographic systems often supplement alphabetic
characters by using punctuation marks as additional characters, giving special significance to capitalised
letters, and sometimes using additional non-alphabetic symbols. Classical antiquity[ edit ] The earliest known
indication of shorthand systems is from the Parthenon in Ancient Greece , where a mid-4th century BC marble
slab was found. If you want to obfuscate more, add pronunciation marks randomly or other marks such as
underlining or overlining, umlaut or dots over a character, or carets over a character, or circling a character.
You will quickly develop confidence in your ability to read it back, though it will take some time while you
are learning. If the first consonant of a word includes a second-position vowel, write this stroke on the line.
Notable shorthand systems[ edit ]. Try writing down a password this way! One drawback of Shelton's system
was that there was no way to distinguish long and short vowels or diphthongs; so the b-a-t sequence could
mean "bat", or "bait", or "bate", while b-o-t might mean "boot", or "bought", or "boat". At the beginning or
end of a single curve, the circle is placed inside the curve. I quickly discovered that existing shorthand
methods were outdated and imprecise. Semi-script can be considered a compromise between the geometric
systems and the script systems. This is a simple method and I am not selling courses on how to do it. Write the
alphabet a couple of times and you will have it firmly established in your head. Again, unusable today. The
method used in the Ford Improved Shorthand system is similar which means many characters are similar. Let
us examine more closely the curve letters k, g, r, and l. Basics of Pitman Shorthand: Originally, the shorthand
was written with old-fashioned pens which had nibs. That is something I did not like. In Nigeria, shorthand is
still taught in higher institutions of learning, especially for students studying Office Technology Management
and Business Education. The sense of the matter should be carefully preserved by the punctuation of the notes,
indicating the full stop and leaving spaces in the notes between phrases. With a pencil, your light stroke should
be a fine line on the paper, and a heavy stroke should be only a little heavier than a light stroke.


